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Strategic Partner

International Labour Organization (ILO)

Featuring renowned WSH experts & business leaders

**Mr John Spanswick**, *Group Chairman*
Bovis Lend Lease

**Prof Harri Vainio**, *Director General*
Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Finland

**Mr Choo Chiau Beng**, *Chief Executive Officer*
Keppel Corporation, Singapore

**Ms Michele Patterson**, *President*
International Association of Labour Inspection

**Mr Tan Pheng Hock**, *President and CEO*
ST Technologies, Singapore
Highlights of Programme

**Plenary 1: Leadership in WSH**
*Synopsis:* Provide insights from government and business leaders on how leaders can effectively shape WSH strategies to build a competitive advantage.

**Plenary 2: Transforming WSH**
*Synopsis:* Sharing by leaders on their experiences on transforming the way WSH is managed and the resulting benefits.

**Plenary 3: Future Developments in WSH and its implications for Asia**
*Synopsis:* Outline future challenges and how leaders in Asia can prepare for the future, especially in the areas of research and capability building.

**Plenary 4: Perspective of Leaders: WSH Culture**
*Synopsis:* Government and business leaders will share their perspective on how creating a vibrant WSH culture can shape the next phase of economic development within Asia.
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